
 
Great New Poetry Books for Children 

A National Poetry Day selection 
 
Poems Out Loud 
Illustrated by Laurie Stansfield, Ladybird 

 
This little poem they can’t take away, 
No one can tell me a poem can’t play. 
Celia Warren, Bedtime Rhymes 
 
Featuring poems from a host of top contemporary poets, this is the 
perfect collection to share with young children, and a great way to 
trigger a lifelong enjoyment of poetry.  With topics from spiders to 
bathtime to favourite noises there’s lots for everyone, and all the 
poems are great to read aloud. 
 

 
 
Perfectly Peculiar Pets 
Elli Woollard, Illustrated by Anja Boretzki, Bloomsbury Education 

 
 
This collection is beautifully organised in alphabetical order, so 
children can discover the delights of perfectly peculiar pets from 
armadillo all the way through to zebra, via flamingo, quokka (yes, 
quokka – look it up) and whale. With a rollicking rhythm and lots of 
highly imaginative silliness, it’s fun to read and even more fun to 
recite. We particularly like the So, are you ready to write a poem? 
poem too. 
 
 
 



Cherry Moon 
Zaro Weil, Illustrated by Junli Song, Troika Books 

 
 
 
Inspired by a twilight walk in the woods with her father as a child, 
this collection explores the beauty of the natural world. The 
poems are short, seemingly simple, but impart real truths about 
our world and our place in it. It’s a collection to treasure in fact, 
and Junli Song’s vibrant illustrations make it beautiful to look at 
too. 
 
 

 
Spaced Out: Space poems chosen by Brian Moses and James Carter 
Bloomsbury Education 

 
Black holes, stars, moons, planets, aliens – everything and everyone 
you’d expect turns up in this collection of poems about space. There’s 
Emily Dickinson’s perfect The Moon Was But a Chin of Gold alongside 
Bernard Young’s zany lament George, Don’t Do That, in which he 
entreats the star of It’s A Wonderful Life not to lasso the moon for his 
girlfriend. For a laugh, meet Roger Stevens’ Monster Who Ate The 
Universe. For a sting in the tail, see Space Doubt by Graham Denton. 
For some lovely poetics, read Stars by Sue Hardy-Dawson. And for an 
ecological wake-up call, ponder on Brian Moses’ The Aliens. Universally 
excellent! 

 
 
What is the Truth 
Ted Hughes, Illustrated by Lisa Flather, Faber & Faber 

 
 
All children should experience the power and honesty of Ted Hughes’ 
poetry, which is still highly topical. First published in 1984, this book of 
prose-linked animal poems won both the Guardian Children's Fiction 
Award and the Signal Poetry Award. This new, illustrated edition is very 
beautiful indeed, and the poems still ‘pure enchantment' (The School 
Librarian). 
 
 
 



Be the Change 
Liz Brownlee, Roger Stevens and Matt Goodfellow, Macmillan Children’s Books 

 
 
Three of our favourite poets for children – all of them National Poetry 
Day Ambassadors – are featured in this stirring and important collection 
of new poems on the theme of sustainability and protecting our planet. 
Liz says: ‘This is a book I’ve wanted to write for a long time - poems 
about sustainability, all aspects of climate crisis, with facts and ‘You Can 
Help’ information, so youngsters can turn any anxieties they have about 
all the bad news they are hearing outward into productive strategies to 
help the planet.’ Poetry power in a book! 
 

 
Moonstruck 
Edited by Roger Stevens, Illustrated by Ed Boxall, Otter-Barry Books 

 
 
All phases and faces of the moon are covered in this poetry collection 
inspired by our nearest neighbouring heavenly body. Poets from the 
past such as Emily Brontë and Robert Louis Stevenson are included 
although the emphasis is on the fresh and new from contemporary 
poets such as Grace Nichols, Rachel Rooney and Jay Hulme and some 
excellent imagery from child poets Harshita Das and Sam Decie. The 
poems take a range of forms and this is engaging and inspiring. 
 
 

 
Midnight Feasts: Tasty poems collected by A.F. Harrold 
Illustrated by Katy Riddell, Bloomsbury Education 

 
 
 
You can’t have too many poems about food! It’s the one subject to 
unite everyone, and what a delicious collection A F Harrold has put 
together here. Mixing together work from favourite poets old and 
new, and with poems on nearly every kind of food you can think of, 
it’s certain to tickle young poetry taste buds. 
 
 
 

 



 
Shakespeare for Every Day of the Year 
Edited by Allie Esiri, Macmillan Children’s Books 

 
 
From sonnets and soliloquys, to famous quotes and extracts, 
Shakespeare for Every Day of the Year presents a perfect piece of 
Shakespeare for every day of the year, gathered and introduced by 
‘poetry powerhouse’ Allie Esiri, who has done more to bring families to 
poetry, or poetry to families, than anyone else we know. There should 
be a copy of this beautiful book in every house. 
 
 
 

 
 
Poems to Fall in Love With 
Edited by Chris Riddell, Macmillan Children’s Books 

 
Chris Riddell OBE, political cartoonist and lifelong poetry fan, has 
selected and illustrated his very favourite classic and modern poems 
about love. This gorgeous collection celebrates love in all its guises, 
from silent admiration through passion to tearful resignation. These 
poems speak of the universal experiences of the heart and are 
brought to life with Chris's exquisite, carefully observed artwork. A 
perfect book for readers beginning to experience the stirrings of 
first love, it features famous poems, old and new, and a few 
surprises. 
 


